Welcome to Gottlieber Sweets & Coffee®

How do you sell products which are the best of their kind in the world? I have
asked myself this question for years. In Switzerland, our Gottlieber Hüppen are
part of a long culinary history stretching back to French emperor Napoleon III.
In recent years we have travelled to many European countries, to New York and to
Asia observing the best sales locations and various chocolates, sweets shops and
cafés. In each of these cities we sought out examples of exceptionally-successful
concepts.
This process helped make it clear to us that a modern café atmosphere combined
with classical elements would be the best fit for a Gottlieber flagship store and for
our product. We wanted to create a classical modern environment with an elegant
and particularly genial atmosphere, in which each person feels comfortable; all
with absolutely no compromise in the selection of the best quality products and
coffees.
We feel that we have a product and a concept that promise success and which
reflect our obsession with detail and the very highest quality. This is demonstrated
in every aspect of our appearances and in all of our locations. Alongside sales in
the most select locations/companies, we have also developed our own flagship
stores according to this concept.
There have also been numerous requests from all over the world for a Gottlieber
licencing model/franchising for Gottlieber Sweets & Coffee in recent years. We are
now convinced that we have a model which promises joint success with our
partners. This is why we want to start with this concept to introduce our products
into the larger cities instead of just distributing our products to other countries.
This is not a “off the shelf” licensing model. Myself and other employees, some of
whom have been with us for over 40 years, are personally involved and stand
behind our products with a passion and over 88 years of tradition. We have
learned from many different attempts and mistakes, and want to share our knowhow and top-quality products with those who share a similar mentality.
Here’s to shared success!
With best regards

Dieter Bachmann
President and CEO

The History of Gottlieber Spezialitäten AG

The romantic Swiss village of Gottlieben was founded in 1251. One of its most
famous inhabitants, Queen Hortense Bonaparte, lived at the nearby Castle of
Arenenberg from 1817 to 1837. The queen praised the locally produced
"gaufrettes" and, in time, her famous son, the French Emperor Louis Napoleon III,
also became an aficionadoa of the mouth-watering Gottlieber wafer rolls.
The current traditional Swiss company was founded by Elisabeth Wegeli in 1928.
She learned the special art of baking wafer rolls from her neighbour, and
repeatedly produced new creations from "Granny Wegeli's Hüppen Parlour".
In 1938, the first praline filling were introduced. Business was quite slow during
the war years, as rationing prevented a sufficient supply of raw materials.
Following the death of the founder in 1952, her daughter, Berty Wegeli, took over
the business. With great commitment and tenacity, she managed to lay the solid
foundations of the present company and established an excellent reputation
throughout the Lake Constance region.

Her nephew, Walter Brauchli, became her right hand man. After the company
take-over in 1959, he gradually introduced mechanised production techniques.
Urs Brauchli joined the company in 1977, thereby guaranteeing continuity of
management by the same family. 1978 began the cornet wafer production for the
Swiss ice cream industry.
In spring 2000, the strategic decision to expand production had already been
taken. Using the latest top-level, high-tech equipment, the company generated the
capacity to produce custom-made, semi-finished „premium fillings“ for industrial
chocolate customers.
In 2005, the Seecafe, with its factory shop, was opened right on the lake (next to
the factory).
In 2008, a solution was found to the succession problem and the management of
the company was passed on to someone younger. Dieter Bachmann, from
Thurgau, took over the shares of Gottlieber Spezialitäten AG. As a result, the
company, which can be considered a veritable pearl of Lake Constance, remains an
independent family business.

2010 The Premium Line is awarded the prestigious European Design Prize and the
Swiss Star.
2012 A new “Gottlieber Sweets & Coffee” flagship store is opened in the center of
Winterthur, Switzerland.
2013 The Gottlieber Sweets & Coffee concept is awarded the highest prize for
gastronomy and concepts in Switzerland by “Best of Swiss Gastro”.
2015 The first Gottlieber Hotel «Krone» in Gottlieben, Switzerland is opened.
2016 The first licence for Dubai, United Arab of Emirates is sold.

What is Gottlieber Sweets & Coffee®?

Gottlieber Sweets & Coffee is a Gottlieber product flagship store combined with a
stylish grand café atmosphere and classical elements. Great attention is paid to the
décor and the exclusive selection of premium products in the chocolate/sweets
shop. The concept also places emphasis on trained employees who commit to
serving guests with a passion in a relaxed and enjoyable atmosphere surrounding.
Gottlieber Sweets & Coffee is based on the following factors for success:

Product

Heritage &
Brand
Swiss
Tradition

People

Atmosphere

Gottlieber products
Exclusive selection, highest quality, uniqueness, and the confectioner’s art. Coffee
and indulgence experiences.
Heritage & Brand, Swiss Tradition
Gottlieber history, Louis Napoleon III, Swiss chocolate, Swissness, reliability and
quality.
Atmosphere / Enjoyment:
Modern design paired with classical elements, interior, light, music, history and
experience factor.
Human aspect:
Heartiness, character, friendliness, generosity, service culture,
know-how and training.

Gottlieber product range
The Gottlieber products are manufactured to the highest quality and many of them
are unique in their kind / quality.
Gottlieber products, food and beverages must be carefully defined and adapted or
specially-developed for the geographic market. Despite international deviations, it
is extremely important that Gottlieber coffee and baristas meet the highest
standards.
The best products, beans and coffee machines must be used in order to meet local
and international tastes. Our company places great value on the fair and
sustainable growing of coffee and cacao beans, the consistent inclusion of its
employees in quality assurance and products which are as environmentallyfriendly as possible.
We are convinced that our Gottlieber products generate excellent profits and can
be sold at premium prices.
Our research and development team is constantly monitoring developing trends
and developing new product and design combinations. We want to be one of the
leading companies in our special niche in the international premium market. We
are also constantly developing new products, both independently and in
conjunction with leading partners from the chocolate industry.
The product ranges are individually developed together with our geographic
partner and then licenced.
Gottlieber resources and expertise
Our partners have access to our resources, including image materials, know-how,
history as well as specialist know-how in the area of products, marketing and
gastronomy. Our mission is to make your business as successful as ours.

Licence profile
There is a defined set of standards which must consistently be met. It’s also,
however, about working together with licence partners with the vision to develop
a unique and successful business adapted to regional requirements and who share
our view of quality, enjoyment and Swissness (the cornerstones of the concept).
In order to be able to lead a worldwide brand and to ensure quality for all of our
partners, we must discuss developed offers, marketing means and developments
and verify their suitability for the brand before finally licencing them. This serves to
ensure overall quality and protection of the brand and all licence partners in the
long-term.
For this reason we are looking for serious partners who can identify with the
Gottlieber brand and concept as well as commit to only offering the best products
in their niches.

Philosophy
We welcome every guest/client and enthusiastically encourage them to try our
products and to get to know them, to purchase them, to relax in Gottlieber Sweets
& Coffee and to recommend us further.

We are not “cool”, we are sincere.
Our employees and partners have a friendly smile for every client and take
responsibility for their errors. Sincerity and joy in their work take precedence over
all other factors. Product know-how, pride and enthusiasm for Gottlieber products
are vital.
A Gottlieber flagship store consists of a Gottlieber factory shop which presents and
sells Gottlieber products in the best light possible and is a stylish and modern
grand café.
The target audience for this concept is not only middle to upper-class clients, who
take time for pleasure, relaxation and know how to appreciate the best, but also
for business customers, who use the Gottlieber shop for meeting up their
customers and work.
Our clients are personally greeted, advised and served at their tables. As the clients
of tomorrow, children are welcome at Gottlieber Sweets & Coffee.
Our clients generally pay (check out) at the register in the shop and therefore have
the opportunity to purchase our products and/or to sample them there. This
system guarantees higher sales turnover in the shop.
The factory shop offers a wide range of Gottlieber products, selected and/or
seasonal flavours and elegantly-packaged gifts to take away.
Our offers appeal to pleasure-orientated people who appreciate design, taste and
high quality.

Characteristic features of a
Gottlieber Sweets & Coffee®:
- Gottlieber products factory store in dark brown tones combined with gold
metallic elements and praline/chocolate showcase with register
- Complete Gottlieber product range incl. individual Hüppen for sale
- Modern and luxurious atmosphere with fine woodwork and modern wooden
floor (as possible)
- Large Gottlieber gold logo, Gottlieber Switzerland’s finest since 1928 and/or
Gottlieber Sweets & Coffee®
- Chocolate fountain / flowing chocolate wall
- Premium coffee bean (Bio & Fairtrade) & coffee machine
- Gottlieber premium tea selection
- Menu with special food & beverage range (chocolate fondue and waffle)
- Picture of Napoleon III
- Pictures of Gottlieber Hüppen, Gottlieben and Switzerland
- Napoleon sofa and/or fireplace
- Seasonal offers
- Gift shop (packaged gifts)
- Lounge relaxation music (background)
- Blackboard with chalk drawings (from the cocoa bean to Hüppen)
- High tables in extra length, if possible / combination of antique and modern
tables and chairs
- Special events

The market segment

The market segment for premium chocolate and coffee shops has experienced a
major boom, in both Europe and around the world, over the past 10 years. This is
the result of a desire for a western/European lifestyle and the income situation of
the middle and upper classes as well as the significant profit margin in this market.
This environment offers interesting opportunities for serious investors to achieve
good margins and long-term prospects.
The possible profit is around 15-25% of overall turnover. A very profitable
additional business (within a geographically-limited area, depending on Licence
agreement) can also be developed in the B2B sector (corporate gifts)

A Gottlieber Sweets & Coffee must fulfil the following criteria:
- It must be located in a high-traffic, unique location or premium shopping zone
with high footfall and purchasing power. It should offer a minimum of 20 – 30
(indoor) seats and an external terrace/internal terrace (shopping mall) with a
minimum of 30 seats.
- The furnishings/décor of each Gottlieber Sweets & Coffee should in part be
unique, but must also include certain standardised style elements in order to
guarantee recognition. The styling concept must be approved by Gottlieber
headquarters before execution and after implementation.
- The franchisee always works together with us and / or a local
architect/designer.

- The investor must have sufficient financial means and a business plan in order
to subsist the startup phase lasting at least 12 months.

What offers Gottlieber to a franchisee?
A franchisee is investing in a business model with exclusive premium products which
are amongst the best worldwide and which stand out thanks to their rich history
and established Swiss brand.

a) Territorial exclusivity in a specific area/district or federal state.
In part dependent on growth, turnover and adherence to the system
b) Access to Gottlieber know-how, online manuals
- Gottlieber products and product training
- 2-3 days of introductory training in Switzerland incl. accommodation ( for one
Person)
- On-going product and concept development
c) Use of the prestigious company logo and exclusive image of Gottlieber
/ Gottlieber Sweets & Coffee, Switzerland finest since 1928.

d) Access to Gottlieber graphic designs, Graphic template and photos.
Individual graphic support depending on complexity , fee may applied
e) On-site visit by a Gottlieber Account Manager in order to discuss current
challenges and to assess and improve quality on site.
f) Corporate Gifts as an ideal additional business. The possibility of also exclusively
selling and personalising Gottlieber products for business clients (B2B) within a
defined geographic area.

g) Support from the management team at Gottlieber Company headquarter
h) Compulsory conference with Gottlieber partners in Switzerland. Exchange of
experiences, training and development of new products and service products.
i) Monthly telephone or video conference

A great tradition with a future
It all began in 1928, in a picturesque house by the water when Elisabeth Wegeli
was introduced to the art of baking Hüppen by her neighbour. Many lovers of
chocolates and other delicacies consider Gottlieber Hüppen and Gottlieber
products to be the tastiest tidbits available. Gottlieber Hüppen are even part of
Switzerland's culinary heritage.
Gottlieber's confectionery skills, known far beyond Switzerland, are maintained
and continuously perfected by the owner-operated company. For this reason, the
company does not compromise on matters of quality and pleasure. Gottlieber
Spezialitäten AG is the oldest, best-known and most-renowned producer of
chocolate Hüppen in Switzerland.
At the family-owned Swiss company, located in Gottlieben, directly on the idyllic
branch of Lake Constance which forms part of the Rhine, the delicate warm crepes
are still individually-baked and individually-rolled like fine Havana cigars. This is
done carefully and precisely, as if by hand. The Gottlieber Hüppen are then
individually filled with either gently-melting gourmet creams or Swiss chocolate
and individually packaged by hand. All of our fillings, for which we use only the
best ingredients, are created and produced in Gottlieben. Many of them have
received top awards.
Of course, our products are always inspected according to strict standards of
quality (according to the HACCP principle). Our facility is IFS (International Food
Standard) higher level certified.

Our clients, both in Switzerland and abroad, appreciate our gourmet fillings and
chocolates produced using long-held traditional recipes, our passionate
maintenance of tradition and our high standards of quality.

Brand Values
Longstanding Tradition
Gottlieber Spezialitäten AG is an independent owner-managed manufacturing
company. Since 1928, it has developed, produced and marketed its unique topquality filled wafer rolls known as Gottlieber Hüppen, employing both passion and
specialist knowledge to maintain the traditions of Swiss artisanal confectionery.
Swiss Craft
The lovingly-crafted filled wafer rolls are unique to Switzerland. They are
individually baked, rolled and filled to a traditional recipe, using machinery and
methods developed by the company itself. The company‘s artisanal origins are also
reflected in the fillings created and produced in-house from finest Swiss chocolate
and melt-in-the-mouth gourmet creams.
Highest Quality
The premium claim of Gottlieber Spezialitäten AG is manifested in careful selection
of the finest ingredients, the exclusive artisanal manufacturing process, a quality
assurance system which meets the most exacting requirements, and end products
of uncompromising quality. As the result of its constant striving for perfection, the
long-established company provides outstanding customer care and high-quality
services.
Exclusive Delicacies
The unique combination of light, crisp, individually baked wafer rolls and delicious
fillings of finest Swiss chocolate combined with melt-in-the-mouth gourmet creams
produces exclusive delicacies. Early recognition of market opportunities, regular
dialogue with customers and consumers, expertise in confectionery built up over
many years, and considerable innovation and persistence, have resulted in a wide
selection of Gottlieber wafer rolls, each offering its own individual and unusual
taste experience.

The Gottlieber Product Philosophy

Highest-quality enjoyment …
No chemical additives or flavor enhancers are used in our products
We avoid genetically modified ingredients
Our products do not contain preservatives
We avoid raw materials which contain synthetic aromas
Our products do not contain hydrogenated fats

… with a clear conscience
We are committed to the responsible use of our earth’s limited resources. That’s
why we endeavour to ensure that our carefully-selected raw materials do not
travel unnecessary distances and we source them directly from regional suppliers
who are known to us personally. In order to improve our products on an ongoing
basis, we are committed to using high-quality, certified, organically cultivated
ingredients and certified Fair Trade raw materials. We support animal welfare.
Like everyone else, we are not perfect. However, we constantly work to improve
our quality standards.

Q&A

What are Gottlieber Hüppen? Why are they specially?
Gottlieber Hüppen, the delicate warm crepes, only 0.7 mm thin, are still
individually-baked and individually-rolled like fine Havana cigars and this is done
carefully and precisely, as if by hand. The Gottlieber Hüppen are then individually
filled with either gently-melting gourmet creams or Swiss chocolate and
individually packaged by hand. All of our fillings, for which we use only the best
ingredients, are created and produced in Gottlieben, Switzerland. Many of them
have received top awards. The lovingly-crafted filled wafer rolls are unique to
Switzerland and using machinery and methods developed by Gottlieber company
itself. The company‘s artisanal origins are also reflected in the fillings created and
produced in-house from finest Swiss chocolate and melt-in-the-mouth gourmet
creams.
Why should I pay for Gottlieber brand and products?
We are looking for partners who are dreaming of their own sweets & coffee shop,
however, missing the right idea, concept and product. By Gottlieber franchising
business concept you receive a successful Swiss brand, a compelling story and the
best of their king of products in the world with the same branding and access to a
great deal of expertise, many well developed tools, graphics and photos, as well as
a constantly devolving concept. The costs would be many times more if you would
have to develop everything by yourselves. We are aware that our brand in many
countries is not yet known therefore the franchising fees are kept especially
modest for the early partner.
Why should I sell Gottlieber Products?
The Gottlieber products add a unique characteristic to the coffee shop concept and
provide not only a lucrative additional business through direct sell to shop visitors
but also for sale to companies such as for Corporate Gifts etc. The upstanding
products give the coffee concept also a first-class image.
What are the advantages for a franchisee?
You receive in an agreed geographic area of exclusivity for selling Gottlieber
products directly to customers and in addition also for B2B Corporate Gifts (not for
retail or re selling)

Q&A

Why should I pay for franchising annual fee as of the second year onwards?
The annual fee as of the second year onwards is for the support given by the
Gottlieber headquarters, the use of the brand, as well as intended for the further
development of the concept. Gottlieber does not make any profits on the royalty
fee, it simply covers the development costs, ie travel, personnel and special events
etc. Have that being said, we create a kick back policy to reduce costs when you
generate more Gottlieber products sales. We do not charge franchisee on their
revenue turn over or require further revenue-based marketing duties as other
concepts. We support our partner where possible when they are doing marketing
and advertising in the given territory.
How long is the contract valid?
The contract is valid for 5 years, it may be thereafter extended again for another 5
years. We are very interested in long-term partnerships and therefore it is our goal
to extend the contract whenever possible
How long do I have to open a flagship store after contract signed?
6 months after the contract is signed (or with the timeframe both parties agreed
upon). We therefore recommend to find a possible/suitable location before
finalizing contract
What are my expansion possibilities?
Gottlieber offers Master Franchise model for cities or the entire country, when one
flagship shop is well established and profit generated successfully
What is my product purchase price?
We offer right at the beginning the best purchase price to our partner. This allows
you to start optimally. The purchase price is approximately 30-40% below the most
favorable selling price in Switzerland
What is my selling price?
Generally, the franchisee may decide the selling price. Our recommendation is:
purchase price + average logistics costs + import duties/taxes + 32 to 42% margin =
selling price
What is the product storage condition?
18 - 20°C / 61 - 68°F, humidity <= 60%
Can we produce locally?
All products must be imported from Switzerland, have that said, with approval
from Headquarters you may bundle finish goods to meet local demand or
promotions

Contact
Mrs. Amy Hsiu-Lin Gimmi
Head of Gottlieber Sweets & Coffee Franchise
Language: English, German, Chinese
Gottlieber Spezialitäten AG
Espenstrasse 6, Postfach 149
CH – 8274 Gottlieben
Switzerland
Tel: +41 71 666 6070
Fax: +41 71 666 6080
Mail: amy.gimmi@gottlieber.ch
www.gottlieber.ch

